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Welcome!

Welcome to the Chezie Employer Resource Guide. Every month,

we create these guides to help HR and DEI professionals as they

work to create more equitable and inclusive workplaces.

If you aren’t already, subscribe to our mailing list and we’ll send

you this newsletter every month!
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Monthly Focus: Setting
diversity goals
Given the current political and social climate, every company is making a push

to promote inclusion and diversity. We’ve seen so many headlines about

company pledges to reach certain diversity numbers by a certain year.

While all of these pledges are great, companies need to engage their employees

and ensure that the initiatives are actually benefiting the people that they are

designed to serve. Talk to your team! Ask them what aspects of their

experiences could be better, work with them to figure out how to improve, and

plan tough, yet achievable goals for each.

For example, you can ask your employees about their experience during the

application and interview process. Perhaps you find that only 40% of candidates

believed that your company values diversity. Set a goal to get this number to

80% for the next six months worth of interviews.

After you have set your goals by working with your team, keep everyone

updated on your progress. Create a public dashboard that lists your goals, and

include information on how you are improving and the steps that you are taking

to be better.
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Again, engineering organizations at tech companies across the country are lacking

diversity; that isn’t news, and Plaid wasn’t exactly breaking ground by publicizing its own

poor numbers. What separates the company from others is that it actually published

employee sentiment data in addition to their representation data. In its annual

employee engagement survey, Plaid found the following positive themes:

100% of women think that Plaid is a great place to work, compared to 94% of men

94% of women would recommend Plaid to a friend as a place to work

They also found the following not-so-positive themes:

55% of women feel that their perspectives are considered in decisions, compared to 82%

of men

64% of women believed that they could voice a contradictory opinion without fear of

negative consequences, compared to 82% of men

Clearly, the company is doing some things right, but it also has some areas for

improvement.

The best part of the report is that the company publicly identified those areas for

improvement, but also outlined a plan to get better this year and agreed to hold itself

accountable by publishing next year’s data. That plan includes training to ensure

balanced group participation in meetings, additional support for ERGs, and a new

apprenticeship program for diverse engineers.

We love Plaid’s report not because it has great numbers (it doesn't), but because it's

being transparent about its deficiencies and because it's holding themselves

accountable for improving upon them. Hopefully other companies will follow Plaid’s lead.

You can read the full blog post on Plaid’s engineering team here.

Case study: Plaid
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Plaid, a financial technology company, is going above

and beyond the typical tech diversity report. In a blog

post published earlier this year, the company was

transparent about the current state of diversity and

inclusion in its engineering organization.

Engineering is a notoriously homogenous job

function, and Plaid is no different. The company

reported that in 2019, just 14% of its engineering

team identified as female, and only 27% of the group

are members of an underrepresented minority group

(Plaid defines underrepresented groups as women,

Black, Latinx, American Indian, Alaska Native, and

LGBTQ.)



The Blue Pages: 
Dear Corporate
America: News Flash!
No One Is Doing
Diversity Well

To tie in with the case study on Plaid, our Co-Founder, Toby Egbuna, published

this letter to corporate America.

The truth is, no company is doing diversity well. That includes the companies

pumping millions of dollars into diversity programs and training. If we’re going to

see real change, companies must move past trying to hide their diversity

struggles, and move toward embracing accountability for those struggles and

ownership in solving them.

It isn’t any one company’s fault that the current systems have been designed to

keep marginalized groups out of the circle, but it is every company’s

responsibility to do something about it.

Read the full article here.
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Focus on fostering inclusion within your

company, and work to improve the

circumstances for the communities that

your company serves.

https://www.chezie.co/bluepages/dear-corporate-america-news-flash-no-one-is-doing-diversity-well


Additional Resources
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Techqueria is a 501c3 nonprofit that empowers Latinx professionals with the

resources and support that they need to thrive and become leaders in the tech

industry.

To that end, Techqueria works with both tech companies and employee resource

groups to build Latinx-centered spaces that revolve around career advice, technical

talks, mentorship, open jobs, networking events, speaking opportunities, and open-

source in order to comprehensively affect change in the tech industry.

If you’re interested in learning about how you can work with Techqueria, contact their

team!

Partner Spotlight: Techqueria

Walk into any racially mixed high school and you will see Black, White, and Latino

youth clustered in their own groups. Is this self-segregation a problem to address or a

coping strategy?

Beverly Daniel Tatum, a renowned authority on the psychology of racism, argues that

straight talk about our racial identities is essential if we are serious about enabling

communication across racial and ethnic divides.

“It is important to understand that the system of advantage is perpetuated when we

do not acknowledge its existence.”

We encourage you to purchase the book from a black-owned bookstore! Here’s a list

of bookstores by state.

What we're reading this month - Why Are All the

Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria x Beverly

Daniel Tatum, Ph.D.
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ESPN: Steelers' Mike Tomlin: Privilege doesn't shield us from outrage, sadness

Diversity around the internet

Forbes: Three Signs A Company Doesn't Support Diversity And Inclusion

The New Yorker: How Black Lives Matter Is Changing the Church

https://www.thetribewoc.com/
https://techcrunch.com/2021/01/13/netflix-releases-latest-diversity-numbers/
https://techcrunch.com/2021/01/13/netflix-releases-latest-diversity-numbers/
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/14/businesses-need-to-prioritize-age-diversity-as-well-as-gender-and-ethnicity-ceo.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/14/businesses-need-to-prioritize-age-diversity-as-well-as-gender-and-ethnicity-ceo.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/we-are-learning-more-about-diversity-at-tech-companies-but-it-isnt-good-news-11610830395
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/we-are-learning-more-about-diversity-at-tech-companies-but-it-isnt-good-news-11610830395


About
Chezie
Dumebi and Toby Egbuna started

Chezie because they wanted to

help minorities find companies and

careers that they loved. 

What gets measured, gets

managed. It’s time to treat DEI like

your other business objectives, with

dedicated tools and resources for

every step of the way. We help

companies propel their DEI efforts

and share the work that they’re

doing with diverse talent. 

Interested in learning more? We'd

love to connect with you. Email us

at team@chezie.co! team@chezie.co

https://www.instagram.com/cheziehq/
https://twitter.com/cheziehq
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dyversifi/?viewAsMember=true
https://twitter.com/cheziehq

